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SCREENSHOTS, MY ANALYSIS & THOUGHTS



ORIGINAL LOGO/ WEBSITE

colour theme 

What is key in this logo? 
!
rectangle shapes 
blue 
pink  
white 
rounded font



EXPERIMENTING

Here i have played around with the first letters of the charity’s name making them larger than the rest of the 
word. I used Futura Medium Italic as a font for all of these logos. Although the same font has been used i 

have adjusted each of the logos in a different way with curning the letters, size, colour and shape.

I played around 
with circles to 

begin with as i’m 
aware this is a 
popular shape 
for logos and 
draws the eye 
quickly. Whilst 

doing this i 
realised that 

sticking to the 
colour theme 

wasn't working. 
!

I tried using just 
one hot pink but 
then this gave 

connotations of 
other brands 
which i didn't 

want. So i 
decided to move 
away from using 

colour. 



What will i change/keep from the logo?  

!
rectangle shapes 

blue 
pink  
white 

rounded font

circular

black

rounded sans serif font



• circular 

• black 

!

• scientific images - neurones / 
synapse 

• brain/mind  

• handshake 

• lovehearts how can i c
ombine???

?

illustration ideas

MY LOGO/ MY MARK



The first 4 images are of work i 
have done with synapses 
before. These are here for 

inspiration. Below are 
secondary images of brain 
illustrations, i would like to 
create something slightly 

similar. And right at the bottom 
is are 2 brain scans 1 

epileptic the other normal. An 
idea based around these 

would be to use indian inks.



Sticking to a oval/ circular shape i used a 
template to guide me, keeping everything neat.  

!
keeping track of my pathway  down below  so i 

can  edit when i need to.  



Thoughts to consider on this 
logo 

• could i see this logo clearly if it was shrunk down, 
on the webpage 

• detail disappears 

• make less lines  

• has to be simple 

looks more like a finger print than brain



In order to make my design as memorable as possible i have to rework the 
illustration. The design needs to be minimal. 

less of this more of this 
(example) 

Using the pen tool in illustrator I created my shapes. I was then able to colour, 
duplicate and move these shapes how i wished.



Working with the synapses on illustrator I was able to play around with the logo 
design until it was simplified.  



Here i have changed the 
colour from yellow to black as 
it is minimal and works as a 
logo better than the yellow. 

!
From the beginning you can 
see that i have used more 

synapses and as print 
screens go on i have 
lessened them this is 

because less is more, and 
given feedback this is what 

my audience prefer.



logo with text? Using gill sans semi bold, playing with the text inside and out of the logo.



#understandepilepsy #epilepsyaction 
!
For my campaign i have decided to use the logo, title and one hashtag for the charity. I have used less text as i want the main attraction to be 
the logo. As you can see to begin with the logo was a lot bigger, i realised this takes the detail away from the logo and it is better to have it 
smaller and central of the page. This poster will be to promote the campaign and i will have it on the facebook page/ website. As you can see 
i have used the gill sans semi bold font to keep a running theme. I have played around with the logo colour, attempting grey and yellow as a 
change from black however i still prefer the black. If i was to take this poster further i would have hash tagged understand epilepsy as this is 
the main title for my fb page, 



MERCHANDISE
• Tshirts 
• coffee cups 
• wrist bands 

Using coffee cups for merch will appeal to my 
target 18-25 and beyond. The logo works well 

against a white background hence using the white 
coffee cup.



Tshirt merch! 
!
Tshirt merch is very popular and also a good way of raising 
awareness for a charity. One of my ideas was to have a live 
experience of flashing flights filling out a room, the idea is to 
reflect what/how the epileptic person feels when they are 
having a seizure. Whilst this experiment is going on in the 
room i would have members of staff that work for epilepsy 
action wear these tshirts to promote the cause. 

Testing out with fonts on 
the front and the back 

of the tshirt.  
!

After receiving 
feedback from fellow 
peers they preferred 
the logo on the front 
and text on the back.

Again font used : 
gill sans semi bold.



ORIGINAL WEBSITE



How i have changed the website 



website editing 
!

Here i have print 
screens of my website 

progress. I have 
worked with illustrator 

to create different 
icons that are relevant 
to my page. Doing so 

i used the pen tool 
and created 2 layers 
like a shadow effect. 

These icons bring 
colour to the page 

and id say 
compliment one 

another.  
!



FB PAGE
To raise awareness amongst social media i 
created a campaign #understandepilepsy 
on Facebook. The page will be there to 
make our generation more aware, teach 
them and hopefully build a community of 
people, able to talk to each other about 
their own stories. 

https://www.facebook.com/understandepilepsy/?
ref=notif&notif_t=page_fan

https://www.facebook.com/understandepilepsy/?ref=notif&notif_t=page_fan

